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SPECIFICATION. 
I, DAVID STUART, of Philadelphia, county 

of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have 
invented certain Improvements in Preserving 
and other Ketties, of which the following is a 
specification: 
My invertion consists of certain improve 

ments in preserving and other kettles, too 
fully explained hereafter to need preliminary 
description, the said improvements having 
been designed with the view of facilitating 
the handling of the vessel while pouring out 
the coutents of the same, of preventing the 
heating of the bail or handle, and of insuring 
a circulation of air beneath the kettle, under 
the circumstances described hereafter, so as 
to prevent the tin due heating of the bottom of 
the kettle. In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 is a 
sectional view of a preserving-kettle with Iny 
improvemeifs; Fig. 3, a side view, partly in 
section, showing the kettle as it appears when 
being handled in pouring out the contents; 
Fig. 3, a plan view of part of the top of the 
kettle; and Figs. 4, 5, and 6, views represent 
ing Inodifications of Iay invention. 
A represents a preserving-kettle of the same 

general form as those in common use, and hav 
ing at its upper edge, at opposite points, lugs 
a ct, to which is attached a bail, H. A lip, b, 
serves as a handle by which the operator can 
tilt the vessel in the unanner shown in Fig. 2, 
this lip being situated at or very near the up 
per edge of the vessel, for three reasons: first, 
it is there Igore free from the effects of the 
heat, and can, consequently, be manipulated 
without diriger of burning the fingers; second, 
tile lip, whic: situated at the upper edge of the 
vessel, does not interfere with the ready mold 
ing of the same, as will be readily understood 
by those familiar with the manufacture of ves 
sels of this class; third, the vessels, when ar 
ranged in quantities for transportation, have 
to be placed one within the other, so as to be 
packed in as small a compass as possible. It 
is important, therefore, that the siles of the 
vessel should be free from projections which 
would interfere with this plan of packing, and 
it will be evident that the lip b, situated at the 
upper edge of the vessel, presents no impedi 
ment to the adjustmeat of one vessel within 

another. This lip b, combined with an ordi 
nary bail connected to the vessel in the usual 
Inauher, affords facilities for tilting the vessel; 
but I prefer to restrict the novellet of the 
bail in a manner and for a purpose which I 
Will now proceed to explain. 
The ordinary bail of a reserving-vessel can 

be turned freely on the lugs iro one side to 
tlue other, and is permitted to rest entic upper 
edge of the vessel, the consequence of which is 
that the bail becomes too hot tele manipulated 
without tile intervention of a cloth or otii is pro 
tection for the land. This objectiui I (veret me 
by forming stops or shoulders ara: lion tie lugs 
a for limiting the movement of the baii. The 
stopsar prevent the baii from being turned over 
onto the vessel in the direction of the lipi, the 
stops being somewhat inclined, so that, when 
the bail is elevated, it will be retainei in : 
position slightly beyond the perpendicular, as 
shown by dotted ines in Fig. 1, the excessive 
leating of the rail being this irrevented when 
the vessel is placed on tie fire. The stops a 
prevent the bail, when depresseti, from being 
brought into actual contact with the edge of 
the vessel, but retain it in a position sightly 
above the said edge, so that it call be readily 
seized by the hand and elevated. The stois 
ar, independently of the utility in retaining the 
bailin an elevated position, in willicli it is unan 
tained in a coinparatively cool condition, per 
form the important duty of restrici.g. the bail 
when the vessel is being tilted, as shown in 
Fig. 2, during which operation li: bail is aain 
tained at right angles, or the:::::bolt, to the 
vessel, the best position. For insiiring the eitect 
ual tilting of the same when its coute its ave 
to be poured out. 

It is not essential in carrying out, lily inven 
tion that stops arr should be employed for re 
taining and limiting the luoveilent of tie bail, 
as various equivalent devices say be used for 
the same purpose. In Figs. aidi , ir ill 
stance, the bail passes through an eiongated 
vertical slot, d, in each lug a, and is retained 
in a vertical, or nearly vertica, position by 
projections or stops ee at either side of the 
said slot, close to the bottom of the same. 
When the bail is lifted it will rise totle top 
of the slot d, and can then be turned in either 
direction, as shown in Fig. 5; or, if desired, 
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one of the projections may be elongated, as the vessel which is apt to take place when the 
slown l; it)fted lilies in the latter figure, so 
as to left): in the same duty as the stop c is 
restricting the novement of the bail in on 2 di 
rection. 
Another hodificationis shown in Fig.6, where 

the i:ii asses over the luga, is hung to a pro 
jectici, F, 91: the outer side of the same, and 
has itself a projecting tongue, h, which strikes 
against the said projection f, thus preventing 
the bail from turuing beyond a certain point 
and retaining it in an elevated position in the 
same manner as the stop ar. This latter plan 
will perunit a lid to be fitted to the vessel, which 
cannot be readily done when the bailisattached 
to the inner sides of the lugs, as in the other 
modifications. , 

... Another feature of my invention is the rib 
c at the bottom of the kettle, with its recesses 
2), in place of the usual rib. This recessed rib, 
while it fits snugly in the boiler-hole of a stove 
or range in the same manner as a continuous 
rib, permits a free circulation of air beneath. 
tle bottom of the vessel when the latter is 
piaced upon the lot plates of a stove, and thus 
prevents that undue heating of the bottom of 

usual continuous rib is employed; therit, more 
over, being nearly continuous, is not so liabl2 
to be broken as are the usual isolated legs. 
I claim as my inventor 
1. A preserving or other kettle at or near 

the upper edge of which a projection, b, is ar 
ranged, as aid for the purpose set forti. 

2. A preserving or other kettle provided with 
a bail, which, after being raised to an upright 
position, is retained, substantially in the man 
her and for the purpose described. 
3. The combination, in a preserving-vessel, 

of a bail restricted in its movement with a lip, 
b, for the purpose specified. 

4. A kettle provided with an annular flange, 
e, in which are recesses y, as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub 
scribing witness.cs. 

" - DAVID STUART. 

Witnesses: 
WM. A. STEEL 
HA arY SMITH. 
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